ANNUAL EVENT

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

NIVAS

2022
THE EVENT
SEPTEMBER 29 @ WOODIE FISHER

A raucous fundraiser of the best kind, our annual event will be held once again at the beautiful Woodie Fisher. The oldest remaining structure in Denver’s Union Station neighborhood, historic Hose House No. 1 was one of Denver’s first fire stations. Established as a volunteer fire station in 1881, it has been lovingly restored and re-imagined as an iconic, inclusive kitchen & bar.

- Abundant menu by "Rising Star" Chef Franco Ruiz
- Full open bar + signature cocktails
- Live Auction by the always exciting Adam Kevil
- Silent Auction with unique design-forward finds
- Brief program by the NIVAS team
- Creative entertainment

VIEW WOODIE FISHER
NIVAS has been working hard to help some of the world's most vulnerable families achieve their dream of homeownership. Last September, passionate and generous people came together at our annual event to raise nearly $80,000 to advance this mission. Although it was only several months ago, since then we've built 15 homes for deserving single mothers and their children with our donors backing!
EVENT EFFECTS

2022 EVENT GOAL: $80,000

The mission of this event: build new disaster-resilient homes for single moms and their kids living in one of the world’s most disaster-effected and vulnerable communities: Saptari, Nepal. Beyond secure housing, we’ll train local tradespeople on disaster-resilient construction methods, infuse the local economy with good-paying jobs, and bolster our new homeowners’ ability to earn steady income with vocational training and business seed capital.

2022 EVENT OUTCOMES:

If we reach our goal, we will be able to:
¬ End homelessness for approximately 30 people
¬ Train 40+ local tradespeople on resilient construction
¬ Train 70+ women on vocational skills
¬ Infuse new home businesses w/ start-up capital
EVENT SPONSORSHIP

All sponsorship funding will go toward our programs. The event is funded through ticket sales.

MATCHING SPONSORS
Leading the event will be our team of sponsors, whose donations will be pooled to create a matching fund, really making the night exciting. The matching fund incentivizes bidders and party-goers to dig deep and give, knowing their investment will be doubled. It also gives NIVAS the opportunity to highlight the wonderful businesses that support this cause and the families we serve. Our sponsors truly drive the work we are able to achieve at NIVAS. See next page for sponsorship levels and details.

*Sponsorship is described as a matching program, however all sponsorship levels are capped at the given amounts.

AUCTION ITEM DONATIONS
Our event hosts a silent auction, engaging the audience in healthy competition while offering beautiful products and experiences in exchange for both the winner and the donor's generosity. We are seeking objects and experiences that express the finest artistry, design, and craftsmanship our community has to offer as well as experiences and consumables that make the heart soar. Please let us know if you have something you could contribute to change reality for a family for generations to come. You will be represented as the item donor and promoted in our media efforts.
SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

All sponsorship funding will go toward our programs. The event is funded through ticket sales.

Platinum Sponsor $5000
Premier Logo + Photo Placement on website promo material and name mention (+ links/tags) via media consistently throughout the campaign and event. Link to sponsor's website on event webpage and social media tags. Representation on screens and tables in venue. Included: 10 Event Tickets.

Gold Sponsor $2500
Premier Logo + Photo Placement on website promo material and name mention (+ links/tags) via media consistently throughout campaign and event. Link to sponsor's website on event webpage and social media tags. Included: 6 Event Tickets.

Silver Sponsor $1,000
Logo Placement on website promo material and name mention (+ links/tags) throughout the campaign and event. Link to sponsor's website on event webpage and social media tags. Representation in venue. Included: 4 Event Tickets.

Bronze Sponsor $500
Name Placement on the event website and multiple mentions via media throughout the campaign and event. Representation in venue. Included: 2 Event Tickets.

*Sponsorship is described as a matching program, however all sponsorship levels are capped at the above amounts.
NIVAS MISSION

WHAT WE DO
We help hardworking families build autonomy and capacity through the process of becoming homeowners. We've developed a unique and holistic approach that allows us to build up community knowledge of resilient construction techniques, and to help women grow as leaders and income generators. Together we are ensuring women-led families have good housing and we're raising the bar on well-built buildings in the regions where we work.

WHERE WE WORK
We focus our efforts on some of the world's most vulnerable communities. This fundraiser will focus on Saptari, which lies at the intersection of climate-disaster and extreme ethnic discrimination. With one meter or more floods occurring annually and its residents being considered the lowest of the still ever-present yet illegal caste system, vulnerability in Saptari leads to increased child marriage, human trafficking, gender-based violence, and reduced health, education, and economic outcomes.

WHO WE WORK WITH
We've worked with families led by women, men, elderly, and children to achieve the safety, dignity, and autonomy that come with owning your own home. Currently, we are working with highly marginalized single mothers who have few resources and no where to turn.
1 DURABLE HOME CONSTRUCTION
The process of becoming a homeowner builds capacity and resilience. From fighting alongside Nivas to secure your land to diligently working to procure local materials for your home, every step of the way builds confidence and new skills. We are currently working with women-led households as they fight their way toward homeownership in a system not built for them.

2 RESILIENT CONSTRUCTION TRAINING
By training local communities and homeowners on earthquake-resilient construction techniques and best practices, not only do homeowner's become confident in working on their construction site and maintaining their home going forward, the entire community benefits from better building stock as knowledge is broadly disseminated.

3 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
While having a home is foundational to a good life in so many ways (from permanence in the community to collateral asset), steady income supports the growth of a beautiful life within the home. Our economic development courses and seed capital investment into homeowner's businesses give the extra boost toward prosperity.
GET INVOLVED

Please connect with us asap for sponsorship or questions.

Since our inception nearly 8 years ago, we have been entirely funded and supported by people who believe that everyone deserves a fair shot at life and everyone deserves the security of a good home. The thousands of individuals who have been positively and profoundly affected by our work would not have had that opportunity without the generosity of people like you.

Email or call us for more information.

lindsey@nivas-built.org
720-333-5560

VIEW NIVAS